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ABSTRACT. We show the existence of periodic solutions for certain damped 
linear beam equations with periodic perturbat ions resting on nonlinear elastic 
bearings. 
1. Introduction 
We consider the equation 
utt + uxxxx + 6ut + M ^ t) = 0, 
uxx(0,') = uxx(*/4r) = 0, (1) 
*xxx& ') = -/("(0> •)) , ^ > / 4 , ' ) = gKvr/4, •)) , 
wrhere S > 0 is a constant, / , g are analytic and h is a forcing term T-periodic 
in t. Equation (1) describes vibrations of a beam resting on two different bearings 
with purely elastic responses which are determined by / and g. The length of 
the beam is 7r/4. We are interested in forced periodic vibrations of (1). 
The existence of periodic, homoclinic and chaotic solutions is shown in the 
papers [1] [4] for several types of nonlinearities of (1). 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 35B10, 35B20, 74K10. 
K e y w o r d s : damped beam equation, periodic forcing, Leray-Schauder degree. 
Partially supported by Grant VEGA-SAV 2/1140/23. 
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2. Setting of the problem 
By a weak T-periodic solution of (1), we mean any u(x, t) G C([0, TT/4] X ST) 
satisfying the identity 
T TT/4 
/ / [u(Xit){vtt(x,t)+vxxxx(x,t)-5vt(x,t)}+h(^ 
° ° T (2) 
+ j ( / (u(0, t))v(0, t) + g(ti(7r/4, t))v(n/4, t)) dt = 0 
o 
for any v(x,t) e C°°([0,7r/4] x ST) such that the following boundary value 
conditions hold 
*__(°> •) = « _ _ ( T / 4 , j = vxxx(0, •) = vxxx(n/4, •) = 0. (3) 
Here ST = R/{T__} is the circle. The eigenvalue problem 
Wxxxx(x) = li
4w{x) , 
«__(0) = wxx(n/4) = 0, «,___(_) = wxxx(ir/4) = 0 
is known ([4]) to possesses a sequence of eigenvalues jik, k = —1, 0 , 1 , . . . , with 
/J_i = Mo = 0 
and 
cos(/ifc7r/4) cosh(/i/c7r/4) = 1, k = 1, 2 , . . . . (4) 
The corresponding orthonormal in L2(0,7r/4) system of eigenvectors is 
><*>-£• -»W-T (* - I ) I / I -_У __. . v 
4 
гu ;(*) = ^wk 
co$h(џkx) + co$(џkx) 
(sm\i(џkx) + sin(/iA;x)) 
cosh £ fe - cos ţk 
s i n h ^ - s i n ^ 
where the constants Wk are given by the formulas 
cosh c cos c 
Wk = cosh 4 + cos ik - s i D h g
f c _ s i n |
f c (sinh ., + sin Q 
for £fc = /i^.Tr/4, k G N. From (4) we get the asymptotic formulas 
Kfik = 2(2k + 1) + r(fc) for all A; > 1 
along with 
\r(k)\ <c1e'
£2k for all k> 1, 
where c1 , c2 are positive constants. Moreover, the eigenfunctions {wi}^=_1 are 
uniformly bounded in C([0,7r/4]). 
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3. Preliminary results 
Let Hx(x,t) G C([0,TT/4] X S
T) , H2(t),Hs(t) G C(S
T) be continuous 
T-periodic functions and consider the equation 
T TT/4 





l {H2(ť)v(0yť) + Щ(ť)v(ҡ/4,t)} dt = 0 
(5) 
for any v(x, t) G C°° ([0,7r/4] X ST) satisfying the boundary conditions (3) along 
with 
TT/4 TT/4 
/ v(x, t) dx= / xv(x, t)dx = 0 for all t G ST . (6) 
0 0 
Note that conditions (6) correspond to the orthogonality of v(x,t) to w_1(x) 
and w0(x) for any t G S
T. We look for z(x,t) in the form 
OM) = ^ ( l K M • (7) 
i = l 
to get a system of ordinary differential equations 
*.(*) + SZM + HUM = M*)> (8) 
We formally put (7) into (5) to get a system of ordinary differential equations 
where 
/ TT/4 K(t) = -
Let us put 
/" ^ ( - . ť Ц W dz + tf2(jK(0) + tf3(ť)Wí(7r/4) . (9) 
v° 
M 1 = sup | ^ ( x ) | . 
Ž > I , 
^ G [ 0 , T T / 4 ] 
Let CJ = 27r/T. We consider Banach spaces Xu and Y^ defined as follows 
Xu := {u(x,t) G C([0,TT/4] x S
T ) : u(x,t) = £ V * ) ^ 
k k~~ 
^ G C ( [ 0 , T T / 4 ] , C ) , E K I I O O < « ) » ti_ f c(x)=^(S)} 
/c£Z J 
rw := {«(«) G C(S
T) : «(t) = £ vke^
kt, vkeC, _ \vk\ < oo, v_k = %} 
^ kc-~ hc~ ' 
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with the norms 
M-"=]ClMoo> H : =_CKI' 
kez kez 
respectively, where || • H^ is the maximum norm. Clearly, \\u\\ < \u\ and 
IHIoo<H-
We also consider the Banach spaces X^ 0 defined as follows 
XLO,O - {v(xit) ^ XLO : conditions of (6) hold} 
with the same norm | • | as for X^. 




I hhk(x) dx = I xhlk(x) dx = 0, /*! _*(-") = hlk(x), 
0 0 
-*.(*) = E 4* e ^ ^2,-k — ^2,k ' 
II3(l) = E v
f e t > 
Hence /^(t) from (9) has the form 
*.(') = £ Ve' 





/ rг/4 ^ 
/ Ч f c ^ M ^ ) dx + Л2ife_>ť(0) + Л3 fcwДтг/4) 
V° / 
Clearly hi _k = h{ k. Consequently, we get 
\K\ = E 1̂ *1 < Mi (f l̂ il + 1̂ 1 + \H3\) . 
kЄZ 
(10) 
( i i ) 
Now we look for a solution zi G Y^ of (8) with /^(£) of the form (10). Hence 
from z^t) = __ zik eluJkt w e S e t 
kez 
Zi,k ~ ,,4 
Ч,k 
/ij — cO2k2 + louk 
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Clearly, z{ _k = ~z~~. For any t > 0, we have 
<jx\ - tf + Sh > 7? 
for the constants 7- defined as follows 
_ _ f/i . f o r J 2 > 2 ^ , 
7 l _ 7 l / i i ' ' W j " _ l f v ^ _ f = ^ f o r O < . 2 < 2 M ; \ 
Thus we get 
h\ = Y,Kk\< N/V 
00 
Clearly such z{(t) satisfies (8). Now the series ]T 1/7^ converges, so the function 
i=i 
(7) is well-defined and 
00 00 7 
z(z, t) = __ z , ( * K M = £ _ ^ _ ^ + t f _ : «""" - . W 
2 = 1 z = l /c _ Z ^ 
- E _ : 
.  1  
. -* uf — co2k2 + i&jfc 
Hence z(x,t) € -X"_, 0 and by (11), it satisfies 
h. 
N = E E-—2;2
f c „ ,^(x) < M 1 V J - V | / 1 | 
OO 
= M i E hhi\ ^ M 2 ( f lIIil + III2I + lIIsl), 
. = 1 h 
where 
OO 
M 2 : ^ i E 7 < 0 ° -
1=1 h 
Summarizing, we get the next result. 
PROPOSITION 1. For any given functions Hx(x,t) G Xu0, H2(t),H3(t) G Y^ 
equation (5) has a unique solution z(x, t) G Xu 0 of the form 
2(_,ť) = _Ţ^.(í)ub(_) 
i = l 
wi./i ^(T;) G 1̂ . /Or anu z > 1. Such a solution satisfies: 
(a) |~ |<M 2 (f |__ 1 | + |_f2| + | / / 3 | ) . 
(b) The mapping Lx: Xufi x 7 _ x y _ - > ___. 0 defined by i1(_f1,__2,_J3) := 
z(„,_) is compact. 
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P r o o f . It remains to prove the compactness of L 1 . For this reason, let us 
put 
Xk •= }/(Pi - ^ 2 f c 2 ) 2 + ð2LÜ2k2 . 
Clearly, 7 . k ^ 7 . a n d 7j fc — <M&| f° r a n y * _ 1 arid k G Z . Now let us take a 
bounded sequence {(H1>n,H^n,H3n)}n&
 c - " _ , o x y _ x r w -




У Лl,fc,n(a;) dÆ = J xhl,k,Лx) dx = °> Äl,-fc,n(x) = Лl,fc,n(aľ) 
0 0 
II2,n(l) = E Ч f c , n ^
f e í , 
/cЄZ 
ílз,n(l) = E ч f e , n
e г w f c í ' 
Then we get 
kez 
^ 2 , - / c , n "" ^2, /c ,n : 




r t c ^ 1=1 
h, ,/e,n 
/ i | — 6J2fc2 -f- iScuk 





y Ч*,n(a;M(-0 dæ + lîг.fc.n^Д0) + hз,k,nwi(ҡ/4) 
We note that there is a constant K1 > 0 such that 
/cЄZ 
for any i ,n G N. By using the Cantor diagonal procedure, we can suppose that 
\ / c , n ~* \ / c , 0 
as n -» oo for any i G N and k G Z . Then clearly 
E I \ M I < / ? I 
for any i G N. So the function 
/ ° ° /i 
/cЄZ Ч ż = l ^ г +.«»-wi
e*"" 
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belongs to I w 0 . We prove that zn(x,t) -+ z0(x,t) in Xu0. So let e > 0 be 
given. We take so large i0, k0 G N that 
O O .J 
V — < — ^ — , 6 ^ M, z0 < e(fcj(A;n + 1). .4-J , 7< " 6-T-M- i i o - v o 
^=^ 0 + l 1 1 
Then 
E V"> l^i,A;,n ^i,A:,ol < V~* V




___./ ^7" ___./ l^i,A;,n ~ \ / c , 0 
/cЄZ г = г 0 + l '





г = г 0 + l
 г kЄЪ 
oo 
< « 7 < " з м " ' 
г 0 + l and 
2 0 \h — h \ io \h — h I 
E V—^ \,Li,k,n lli,k,0\ < V ^ V - ^ \ni,k,n ni,k,o\ 
- — ' 'Y ~ - - - ' *-—' (fr j lk l 
i = l |A;|>A;o + l '*>* i = l |A;|>fc0 + l ' ' 
-i io 
v ° y t=l |A|>fco + l 
&j(k0 + 1) ~ 3MX 
By using the above estimates, we obtain 
\z0 - z j K M ^ ^ — ^ -
H,k kЄZ i=l 
= M V ^ V ^ l^,A;,n
 hi,k,o\ ^ V~> V2^ \hi,k,n hi,k,p\ 
\k\<k0 t = l ^ | * |>A, 0 + 1 i=l
 7 ^ 
_f  M V^ Y^ l̂ i,A;,n ~ \/c,ol 
A;eZ i=i0 + l ^ ' > * 
< M Y^ V * l̂ i,/c,n ~ ^i,k,o\ 2g 
~ * ---/ ---/ 7. 3 
|/c|<A;0 i=l '* 
Since hikn ^ hi k0 as n -» 00 for any i G N and k G Z, there is an n 0 G N 
such that for any n > n0, it holds that 





Summarizing, we get \zQ - zn\ < e for any n >nQ. Since e > 0 is arbitrary, the 
compactness of L1 is proved. The proof is finished. • 
Let us put 
Yu,0~{h= E ^ e „ : l\,=0} k kez J 
with the same norm | • | as for Yu. We introduce the projection Q: Y^ -> F . 
given by 
T 
Qy=7f y(s) d s , 
o 
and the projection P: Y^ -> Y^ Q, P = I - Q. Note that T = 2TT/LJ. Clearly 
||P|| = IMI = V 
Now we consider the equation 
y + Sy = h(t) (12) 
for y,w,h G I ^ . We need the following simple result. 
PROPOSITION 2. Equation (12) has a solution y G F . if and only if h e F . 0 
and this solution is unique for y := L2h € YuQ satisfying 
\y\<—7===\h\. 
cj\/S2 + u2 
Moreover, the linear mapping L2: Y^ Q —> Yu 0 is compact. 
T 
P r o o f . If equation (12) has a solution y G F w then clearly f h(t) dt = 0, 
o 
so h G Yu 0 . On the other hand, if h G Yu Q, then 
/cez\{o} 
Let 
v(t) — V ^ e
2C^ 
k£Z\{0} 
Hence y G Yu 0 and 
IM , v- IM _ W i j . i_ у - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ = < у 
l ò " — , / , . , 4 ł , 4 _ i _ Ä 2 , , , 2 ^ 2 - _ 
Similarly we can show that y,y G 3^. 0 and thus H(£) solves (12). This proves 
the first part of Proposition 2. 
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To show the compactness of L2: Y^ 0 —> Yu 0 , we take a bounded sequence 
{KWnen C 1_,0 with 
M*) = E /lMe'"k'. Kn=~~Z' 
fcez\{o} 
and there is a constant K2 > 0 such that 
E IM<^2 
fc<EZ\{0} 
for any n £ N. Again by using the Cantor diagonal procedure, we can suppose 
that hk n —> hk 0 as n —> oo for any k eZ\ {0}. Then 
E lVol<^2 
kez\{o} 
and the function 
„ (t) •= V _ e ^
f c t 
»oW • __. _„,2fc2 4. 1(-„,fc
 e 
fcez\{o} 
u;2k2 + гóчjk 
belongs to YuQ. Let £ > 0 be given. We take fc0 e N so large that 
/ AK 
^Ju*k* + 6'2u;2k20>^ 
and put Hn — L2hn. Then 
ІУo-У.,1- E 
IҶn-Ҷol 
„6_Clo} V ^ F T ^ W 
_ V - l^fc.n ~ "fc.pl V - l^fc.n ~ "'fc.pl 
~ nJ^<h Vi0
4k* + 52L02k2 l , . ^ 1 v ^ F T ^ F 
0<\k\<ko | k | > k 0 + 1 
< \ ~ l^7c,n ~ ^fc,ol . e \~ ii _ 7 I 
-—' x/_J4k4 + ,i-LO2k2 4 r ? -—' ' **n *'0 ' 
0<\k\<ko VOJ lC + 0 CJ /C 4 A 2 | ^ | > ^ + 1 
< y ^ \
hktn ~
hk,o\ £ 
" o<fe*o ^ f c 4 + < ^ f c 2 - ' 
Since hk n -> hk0 as n —> oo for any k G __ \ { 0 } , there is an n 0 E N such t h a t 
for any n > n 0 , it holds t h a t 
V"~ l^/c,n ~ ^/c,0l < £ 
o<fefc0 x ^ F T ^ ^ F " 2 • 
Summarizing, we get |y0 — yn | < £ for any n >nQ. Since £ > 0 is arbitrary, the 
compactness of L2 is proved. The proof is finished. • 
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4. Periodic solutions 
In this section, we present the main results concerning equation (1). We seek 
a solution u(x,t) of (2) in the form 
u(x,t) = yl(t)w_1(x) + y2(t)w0(x) + z(x,t) 
where y1(t),y2(t) G Y^ and z(x,t) G X^ 0 belongs to the infinite dimensional 
space spanned by { w j ^ . To get the equations for yx(t), y2(t), and z(x, t) we 
take v(x,t) = ^(tfw^x) + (j)2(t)w0(x) +v0(x,t) in (2) with 0. G C°° (S
T), 
v0(x,t) G C°°([0,7r/4] x S
T) satisfying besides (3) also (6). Plugging the above 
expression for v(x,t) into (2) and using the orthonormality, we arrive at the 
system of equations 
TT/4 
y^t) + Sy^t) +-J= / h(x,t) dx 
+ ; M ^ i W ^ (13) 
^^9^y1(t) + 2^y2(t) + z(n/41t)
)j = 0, 
TT/4 
y2(t) + 8y2(t)+'^sJl J h(x,t)(x-\) dx 
-2^KT^-2^+ZM) (14) 
+ 2yjlg(^=yi(t) + 2^y2(t) + -(TT/4, «)) = 0 , 
T TT/4 
[z(a;,<){t;tf(.E,i) + ^ . .^(a ; ,*) - tfut(a;,*)} + h(x,t)v(x, £)] d z d i 
/ / 
+ / {/(«(0, *))«(0, t) + fl(«(7r/4, t ) ) «U/4 , *)} dt = 0 
0 _ (15) 
where we wrote v(x,t) instead v0(x,t). Thus, in equation (15), v(x,t) is any 
function in C°°([0,7r/4] x ST) such that the conditions (3) and (6) hold. We 
remark that in this way we have split the original equation in two parts: to 
the resonant finite-dimensional part represented by (13)-(14) and to the non-
resonant infinite-dimensional part represented by (15). 
Now we take in (13)—(15) the decomposition yt(t) «-» ci + y{(t) for i = 1,2 
and cf G l , y^t) EYU 0, and then we also plug this system to a homotopy with 
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a parameter A E [0,1]. So we get the system 
TT/4 
yx(t) + íj/-(í) +P\ - ^ J h(x,t) dx 
^ o 
+ 7*f{ ^c- + A 7 ^ ( i ) - 2\/̂ 2" A2^2(í) + XzM) 
+ ^9{^c1+\^y1(t) + 2^c2 + \2^y2(t) + \z(n/4,t))\=0, 
(16) 
y2(t)+6y2(t)+plf^ J h(x,t)(x-f) dx 
^ 0 
" 2^f {7=Cl + A T^1 (i)"2 V?C2"A2 V^y2(i) + M°' t ]) 
+ 2^g(^c1+ \^Vl(t) + 2^c2 + \2^y2(t) + \z(n/4,tM =0, 
(17) 
T тr/4 





y / ^(x^^lv^x^^^v^^x^^-Sv^x^t^^X^x^t^x^t^dxi 
o 
T 
A / { ; ( v^Cl + A 7 ^ l ( í ) " 2V^C2" X2Jly2Ít) + ^(M)^) 
o 
+ 5 ( ^ c 1 + A ^ y 1 ( ť ) + 2 y | c 2 + A2y |y 2 ( í ) + A^7r/4,ť)) í;(7r/4,ř)|dí = 0 
(18) 
T 
I f (^j:ci + A ^2 l i ( ť ) - 2\/f c2 - A2^/ 2̂/2(í) + Az(0, í)) dí = 0, , 
0 
Jg^Ci+X^y1(t) + 2^c2 + \2^y2(t) + \z(n/4,t)) át = 92, (19) 
1 
T TT/4 T TT/4 
01 = ^ h(x,t)(x-^\ dxdt, 62 = -^ i h(x,ť)x dxdt. 





We note that system (19) is derived from the system 
„-„(/•...,„. 
^ o 
+ / ( ^ c i + ^Vi(*) - 2^f c2 - X2^ly2(t) + Az(0, i)) 
+ 9 (-^cx + X^=Vl (t) + 2^ | c 2 + X2^y2(t) + AZ(TT/4, £)) L 0, 
r n/r4 
(I-P)jf / /.•(*,*)(*-§) ds 
- / ( ^ c i + A-^J/j (t) - 2 ^ | c 2 - A2y|y2(t) + Az(0,«)) 
+ 9(-^c. + A-^y . (*) + 2y^|c2 + X2^y2(t) + A*(7r/4, *)) I = 0 . 
(20) 
T 
Since (I — P)y -= QH = ^ J y(s) ds, system (20) is equivalent to the system 
o 
T 
/ / (^ C l + A^2ll(*) - 2\jlC2 - A2</f%(*) + A*(°> <)) dl 
0 
T 
+ /#(^c i+ A^iW + 2 yf c 2+ A2yf%(*) + A ^ / 4 , 0 ) dl 
0 
T TT/4 
= — h(x,t) dxdt, 
0 0 
T 
- I / ( ^ U x + A-^^W - 2^|c2 - X2]j^y2(t) + A*(0,*)) d* 
T 
/ ^ ( - ^ c i + A^2/i(*) + 2yf c2 + A2yf.V2(*) + AZ(TT/4,*)) d* 
0 
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It is clear that system (21) implies system (19). Now, we take 
di = ^ci-2Vfc-' C ^ H ^ W , 
^ = ^ ^ + 2 ^ , C2(t) = 2t/fy2(t), 
and we split 
/0 — 2 Л „ л — 0 
z 1 l Cìfí. i z , M M ^ S - ^ - ì + Э б ^ ^ x + pM) (22) 
such that 
T TT/4 T TT/4 
/ / p(x,t) dxdt = / / xp(x,t) dxdt = 0. (23) 
0 0 0 0 
By using these notations along with Propositions 1 and 2 we can rewrite system 
(16) (19) as the following semi-fixed point problem 
rT 
d(<) = ~~L2P\ J p(x,t) dx + f(d, + Ad(t) - AC2(t) + A~(0,t)) 
+ g(d2 + Ad(t) + AC2(«) + Xz(ir/4,t)) I, <
2 4 ) 
, TT/4 
C2(«) = - ^ 2 P | | y"p(x)t)(x-|)d.r-/(d1+AC1(<)-AC2(«) + A«(0,t)) 
+ <?(d> + Ad(t) + AC2(t) + A2(TT/4, *)) 1, 
(25) 
г(ж,ť) = ЩţpfaĄJfa + Ad(ť) - AC2(ť) + Лz(0,ť)), 
ö(d2 + AC1(ť) + AC2(ť) + A~(7г/4,ť))) 
г 
j/(di+ ACi(ť) - AC2(ť) + Az(0, ť)) dť = ,, 
o 








Since / and g are analytic, we have expansions f(x) = ^ an




n. Then we put 
n=0 
CO oo 
F(x) = J2KK, G(x) = J2\K\xn-n=0 n=0 
We note that Xw, Xu 0 , Y^ and Y^ 0 are all Banach algebras [6]. Now again 
by using Propositions 1 and 2, from (24)-(26) we get 
M^^§Tm{>\HF(A + \d1\) + G(A + \d2\))}, 
z < M 2 ( | | p | + (F(A + \dA) + G(A + \d2\))) , 
where A = |Ci| + K2I + kl- By summing up the above inequalities, we obtain 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 3. Let h G Xu. If system (24)-(27) has a solution C1W.C2W 
G F . 0 and z(x, t) G X w 0 . then it holds that 
^ ( ^ T U + M ^ ) w + ( ^ ( ^ + l < ' . l ) ^ ( ^ l < i 2 l ) ) ( ^ r o
+ M 2 ) 2 ' 
ujftere -4 = | d l + K2I + M • 
Now we can prove the main results of this note. 
THEOREM 1. Let h G X^ and 61,82 G K. Let cx, c2 be simple roots of 
the equations f(cx) = 01/T and g(c2) = 92/T, respectively. We assume the 
existence of positive constants rx, r2, kx, k2, Kx, K2 and A such that 
k^lf'is^KK,, k2<\g'(s2)\<K2 
for any \si - c-| < ri + A, i = 1,2, and 
5 
A> „ ^ t + M ' í ) i ' i 
+ (F(A + |5,| + n ) + G(A + |č,| + r2)) ( — J J = + A/2) 
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If 
kiri>AKi, i = l , 2 , 
then equation (1) has a solution u(x,t) G Xu . 
P r o o f . We solve the system (24)-(27) on the ball B in the Banach space 
A' = R2 x Yw
2
0 x XWj0 given by 
B:={(d1,d2,(1,(2,z)eX : ^-c^ < rt , \d2-c2\<r2, |d l + |C2l + N <
 A) • 
The norm on X is given by 
IK, da, Ci,C2.
 z)\ = Kl + Kl + ICil + IC2I + 1*1 • 
We show that the system (24)-(27) has no solutions on the border (the sphere) 
dD of the ball B. For 1^1 + |£2| + \z\ — A, this follows from Proposition 3. For 
K ~ Cj| = r1 and |CxI + IC2I + \
z\ < A» w e h a v e A > IKJU + IIC2II00 + INloo 
and 
T 
I /(d- + Ad(í) - AC2(í) + A*(0,t)) dí - , 
0 
^TI/Ю-ЛčJI-^ГA 
> ( V i - . й f 1 Л ) T > 0 . 
Similarly for \d2 — c2\ = r2 and | d l + |C2 | + \
z\ < A. Consequently, by using 
Propositions 1 and 2, we can apply the Leray-Schauder degree theory to the 
system (24)-(27). Indeed, let us denote by ^ r 1 ( d 1 , d2, d , C25
 z-> A) the left-hand 
side of (27) and by ^ r 2 ( d 1 , d2, Ci, C2>
 z-> A) the right-hand side of (24)-(26), re­
spectively. We put 
* ! : = * 1 ( d 1 , d 2 , C 1 , C 2 J ^ A ) + ( d 1 - 0 1 , d 2 - e 2 ) . 
Then by using Propositions 1 and 2, the operators 
* . : X x [0,1] -> E 2 , * 2 : X x [0,1] -> F w
2
0 x Xufi 
are compact and continuous. Moreover, by putting 
^ := (d1, d2, d , C2> *) i *W>, A) := ( * x ( ^ , A), * 2 ( ^ , A)) , 
system (24)-(27) has the form 
^ - * ( ^ , A ) = 0. 
We already know that ip — Vl/^, A) 7-- 0 on ip G 9I9 for any A G [0,1]. Hence we 
can define the Leray-Schauder degree deg(7—^(-, A),I9,0). Now from system 
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(24) (27) for A = 1, we get (2), while for A = 0, we get 
d(ř) = ~L2P\ fp(x,t) dx^f(d1)-Tg(d2) ] 
г V/Ą ì 
(2(t) = ~үL2PІ 1 fp(x,t)(x - | ) dж -/(rf.) + g(d2) 1 , ( 2 8) 
0 
z(x, t) -= 0, 
M) = = v-"> 
#(<!2) = = (92/T. 
Í 7 - 4 / І Г Í - = = = = + ^ 2 ) < 1 
Since c2, c2 are simple roots of the equations f{cx) = 9l/T and g(c2) = 
92/T, we see that the system (28) is solvable for di = ci, i = 1,2, and also 
the corresponding Leray-Schauder degree or the coincidence topological degree 
deg ( /—^ ( ,0 ) ,B , 0) is nonzero (see [5]). Since 
d e g ( / - * ( - , 1), B, 0) = d e g ( / - t f (•, 0), B, 0) / 0 , 
system (24)-(27) is solvable in the ball B. The proof is finished. • 
For instance, if f(x) = g(x) = Kx + ex3 for constants K > 0 and e, then 
Theorem 1 is applicable when 
16 
^TTUy/u;2 + rf2 
and £ is sufficiently small. Indeed, we first take e = 0. Hence / ( # ) = g(x) = Kx. 
Then kx = k2 = Kx = K2 = K in Theorem 1 for any Sj , s 2 . We take r2 = 
r2 = A/rj to satisfy k^- > AK{, i = 1,2. We note c{ = -^, i = 1,2. The 
condition of Theorem 1 for constants 01, 62 and function p now reads as follows 
( 5 ^ T T V , l ^ l + l ^ l / 16 ^ 1 1 - 7 / / + M94" ) p + *'
 2 •, + M9 < A - . 
Since we can always find A > 0 satisfying the above inequality, we see that 
when e = 0, then (1) is solvable for any h G X w . Clearly the above inequalities 
remain also for e small. This gives the solvability of (1) for any fixed h G A"̂  
and £ small depending on h. 
Now we present more constructive method than Theorem 1. We consider 
system (24)-(26) for A = 1. Let N(d1,d2,(1,(2,z) denote the right-hand side 
of (24)-(26) with A = 1. Hence (24)-(26) with A = 1 has the form 
T = N(d1,d2,r) (29) 
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for r = (CiJ C25 ^) a n d d1? d2 are parameters. We intend to apply the Banach 
fixed point theorem to solve (29). For this reason, we consider on the Banach 
space Y = Y%0 x Xu0 the ball 
BA = {r= (Ci (*) ,C 2 (*) ,^*) ) € Y : |CxI + IC2I + \A <
 A) • 
The norm on Y is given by | r | = |Ci I + IC2I + kl • We suppose positive constants 
Di, i = 1,2, such that it holds that 
/ 5 . . T T \ . . / „ , _ ~ x ~ , ., ~ xx/ 16 
(30) 
and 
(F'(A+JD1)+G'(A+D2))( ™—+M2) < 1. 
\irojy/w + o2 J 
(31) 
The conditions (30) and (31) imply that for any (&x,d2) € BD with 
I^:={K,<l2)€R
2: K | < ^ , 1 = 1,2}, 
the mapping N(d1,d2, •) maps BA to itself with the Lipschitz contraction con-JA 
stant 
r := (F'(A + Dj + G'(A + D2)) ( ™ + M2) . 
\7ru;\jur + o2 J 
Hence (29) has a unique fixed point r = r(d1 ? d2) in BA for any (dv d2) G J 5 D . 
Moreover, mapping T(dx,d2) [s Lipschitz continuous with the constant r / ( l - T ) , 
i.e. it holds that 
\T(d^d2) -T(d'vd'2)\ < - ^ - ( K -d[\ + \d2-d
f
2\) 
for any (d^d2), (d[,d2) G .5^. We consider in (30) and (31) the function p as 
a parameter for fixed A, Z^ , F>2. Hence r(d15 d2) = r (d l 3 d 2 ,p ) . We plug this 
r (d 1 ,d 2 ,p ) into (27) with A = 1 to get 
ö l = / / ( < - ! + T ( d 1 , d 2 , p ) ( 0 , t ) ) d í , 
0 
^2 = j ø(d2+ 1-^,^2, p)(тr/4,ť)) dť, 
where 
т( d i ' ds,p)(0,ť) = ^(ť) - £2(t) + ~(0,ť), 
т(d1,d2»P)(rr/4,ť) = ^(ť) + £2(ť) + г(тг/4,ť) 
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for T(dx,d2,p) = (^(t),^2(t),z(x,t)). 
By using the above formulas for 01, 82, from the splitting (22) for the function 
h(x, t), we obtain 
T 
h(x,t) = A ( l - ^x) f g(d2 + T(d1,d2,p)(n/i,t)) dt 
(32) 
+ f f ( f * - 1 ) / f(d l+T(d l ,d2 ,p)(0,t))At + p(x,t) 
0 
where p(x,t) G Xu satisfies (23). Summarizing, we get the following result. 
THEOREM 2. If there are positive constants A, B, Dx, D2 such that 
and 
(F'(A+Dl)+G'(A+D2))( ^T=+M2) < 1, 
then for any (dl,d2) G BD, p(x,t) G X^ satisfying (23) and \p\ < B, there is 
a unique r(d1,d2,p) G Y with \r\ < A solving (29). Moreover, equation (1) has 
a T-periodic solution for the function h(x,t) given by (32). 
Since we use the Banach fixed point theorem to find r(d1, d2,p) G Y in BA, 
we can construct /i(x, t) from (32). Moreover, by using the structure of functions 
from X^ , X^ 0 , Y^ , Y^ n, we can approximate this /i(x, £) by using the Fourier 
truncation method. We also note that the form (32) of the function h(x, t) is not 
only sufficient but it is also, in some sense, necessary for the solvability of (1). 
Finally we note that to verify the assumptions of Theorem 2, we can take the 
function 
$ 0 ) := (F(x) + GO)) ( ^ = = + M2) . 
Now, if there is an x0 > 0 such that <-?(x0) < x0 and $'(x0) < 1, then for the 
validity of Theorem 2, we can take 
4(xn - Ф(ж n )Ww
2 + S2 
B = DX=D2 = D =
 v ° v °" 
10 + WVW2 + <52(M2TT + 4) ' (33) 
For instance, if f(x) = g(x) = fix3, O > 0, then we get 
A = x0 - D . 
16_ 
•KLOy/iO2 + S2 
Ф(x) = 2ӣxs ( , + M2 
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and we can také 
TTUJ\/LJ2 + 52 
120(16 + ҡшVoo2 + ô2M2) 
Then we obtain 
, . . 5 / TTU)\Ju2 + 52 
6 y 120(16 + T W W 2 + <52M2) ' 
which according to (33) implies 
5íJy/u2 + S2 I 7tuj\/oj2 + 52 
10 + C J V ^ 2 + £ 2 ( M 2 7 T + 4) y 27Q(16 + T I W W 2 + S
2M2) ' 
This gives a relationship between the magnitude of the constant B and the 
parameter Vt. 
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